We outline ongoing work at the MMT telescope to develop altitude-conjugated adaptive optics using a constellation of laser guide stars. We describe how the new techniques will be applied to the planned Giant Magellan Telescope. 
developed for ELTs will also work for the MMT beacons, and conversely the MMT can act as a testbed for tomographic development.
We are engaged now in proof-of-principle experiments to demonstrate the two simplest multi-laser AO techniques: ground-layer AO (GLAO), in which a tomographic solution for aberration arising close to the telescope is applied to the AO system's deformable mirror, and narrow-field compensation, in which the integrated turbulence along a single line of sight not sensed directly by any of the beacons is computed from the ensemble of the beacon signals. GLAO achieves partial image correction in the near IR over a substantially wider field than conventional AO, while the narrow-field mode should yield diffraction-limited performance over a field limited by the conventional isoplanatic angle.
The make these tests, a prototype multi-LGS tomographic wavefront sensing system has been built for the MMT. We have adopted a configuration of five beacons in a regular pentagon on 1 arcminute radius. The beams from two 15 W lasers at 532 nm and 5 kHz rep rate are combined with a polarizing beam splitter to produce a single, diffraction-limited beam of 30W. Synchronized pulses of light from the lasers are split by a computer generated hologram in the projection telescope to create the 5 beacons. The lasers and combining optics are attached directly to the 6.5 m telescope tube, with the laser heads enclosed in a thermally isolated environment. At the top of the telescope tube on one side is a steering mirror close to an image of the exit pupil, used to compensate for slow misalignments in the projected beam direction caused by flexure and temperature changes. The hologram is also at this pupil. The beams are launched together (figure 1) through one 50 cm diameter telephototype objective mounted centrally on the 6.5 m telescope axis, directly above the secondary.
To increase the depth of field of all 5 beacons, focus of the telescope is dynamically tracked in order to follow the conjugate of each pulse of laser light as it rises at the speed of light. The five synchronized beacons are imaged through fast optics to form a single pupil on an oscillating retro-reflecting mirror [5] . The mechanical high-Q oscillator that moves the mirror functions as the system's master clock, triggering the lasers to fire and the WFS camera to open its shutter at preset phase lags. These are chosen so that during the 60 microsecond interval that light is returned from 20 to 29 km, the mirror motion holds focus. This is demonstrated by images from the tomographic WFS, with and without the focus mechanism operating (figure 2).
Measurements of the LGS wavefronts are made on a combined 36-subaperture Shack-Hartmann sensor ( figure  2 ). In addition, ground truth wavefronts are recorded on a separate 108-subaperture Shack-Hartmann sensor from a natural star placed within the LGS constellation. To date, open-loop results from two telescope runs in which the LGS measurements are used to predict simultaneous measurements from the natural star show great promise for both ground-layer and diffraction-limited techniques. The reader is referred to the paper by Baranec et al. [6] for details.
Further development
Two key goals of this work are the validation of tomographic wavefront sensing in open loop, to be followed by demonstrations of both GLAO and diffraction-limited correction by coupling the new LGS WFS to the MMT's already operating NGS AO system. This will exercise all the elements that will be needed by an ELT, including use of an adaptive secondary mirror.
The third and final MMT run with the tomographic WFS in open loop is anticipated in May 2005. We will Left: without dynamic refocus, the spot patterns are completely radially smeared. Right: with dynamic refocus running, the telescope tracks each laser pulse as it rises. rely on the data recorded in this and the September 2004 run to address both the question of the optimal tomographic solution for single-conjugate LTAO and MCAO, and the expected degree of compensation. An important quantity will be the right conjugation height for a second DM to maximize the corrected field of view. These results will serve to anchor the closed-loop performance measured later on.
An initial engineering attempt to close the AO loop with the multiple LGS and the MMT's adaptive secondary will be made in November 2005. Following this, several major hardware upgrades will be made. Three additional lasers, with now one per guide star, and the removal of the CGH, will boost the signal level by a factor of 3. The single LGS WFS camera will be replaced by 5 sensors, again one per beacon, with the same 108-subaperture geometry of the present NGS system. The natural linear polarization of the laser beams, preserved in Rayleigh scattering, will allow the use of Pockels cells for range gating.
The WFS optics and beam projection optics will both be modified to accommodate beacons on any radius from 1 to 5 arcminutes. This will allow us to explore the full range of compensation from the narrow field diffraction limit to the wide field partial correction of GLAO.
Baseline AO design for the Giant Magellan Telescope
The Giant Magellan Telescope [7] , figure 3, will implement a full range of AO modes, from very high order correction for exoplanet detection, to multi-conjugate AO with multiple lasers. These modes will be phased in over time, but key hardware elements including an adaptive secondary mirror and a constellation of five sodium laser guide stars are included in the telescope's baseline design. First light AO capabilities are outlined in the table below. Both of the first two modes listed also require the tomographic wavefront reconstruction being investigated at the MMT.
Operational mode AO components required
All-sky narrow-field near-IR diffraction limit Adaptive secondary, LGS (narrow mode)
Ground-layer AO (partial correction, 5-10 arcmin field) Adaptive secondary, LGS (wide mode)
Thermal IR imaging and nulling interferometry Adaptive secondary, NGS Extreme AO (exoplanet imaging/spectroscopy) Adaptive secondary, high-order DM, coronagraph Table 1 . First light AO capabilities planned for GMT.
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